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Dr. Janet Barresi, Superintendent 
Oklahoma State Department of Education 
2500 North Lincoln Blvd. 
Oklahoma City, OK  73105-4599 
 
 
Transmitted herewith is a Special Investigative Report of the Oklahoma Department of Education and the 
Oklahoma Foundation for Innovation in Education. 
 
Pursuant to your request and in accordance with the requirements of 74 O.S. 2001, § 227.8, we performed 
an investigation with respect to the Oklahoma State Department of Education and its financial 
relationship with the Oklahoma Foundation for Innovation in Education. 
 
Because investigative procedures do not constitute an audit in accordance with generally accepted 
auditing standards, we do not express an opinion on the account balances or financial statements of the 
Oklahoma State Department of Education or the Oklahoma Foundation for Innovation in Education. 
 
The goal of the State Auditor and Inspector is to promote accountability and fiscal integrity in state and 
local government.  Maintaining our independence as we provide this service to the taxpayers of 
Oklahoma is of utmost importance. 
 
This report is addressed to and intended solely for the information and use of the Oklahoma State 
Department of Education, the Oklahoma State Board of Education and other state officials given 
oversight responsibilities, as provided by statute.  This report is also a public document pursuant to the 
Oklahoma Open Records Act (51 O.S. § 24A.1 et seq.) and shall be open to any person for inspection and 
copying. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
 
 
GARY A. JONES, CPA, CFE 
OKLAHOMA STATE AUDITOR & INSPECTOR 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
This is the third in a series of investigative reports of activities and transactions of the Oklahoma 
State Department of Education (OSDE or Department) involving the past and present 
administrations.  The first and second reports addressed issues and allegations involving officials 
primarily associated with the previous five-term administration. 
 
This third report addresses the relationship between the present administration and a non-profit 
foundation created to handle the financial administration of the “Innovation 2011” summer 
conference. 
 
Similar to the lead finding in our second report, OSDE officials solicited, collected, and 
deposited funds in an unofficial and unauthorized (by the state) bank account purporting to 
belong to a private non-profit organization, namely the Oklahoma Foundation for Innovation in 
Education. 
 
Additional findings include there was no written contract between the Department and the 
Foundation.  The Foundation’s board of directors never met and never voted as a board.  The 
Foundation appeared to have operated as an extension of OSDE, largely through an OSDE 
employee who had been designated in some form or fashion as “chairman” of the three person 
Foundation board. 
 
OSDE officials exercised substantial “operational control” over both the fund raising and 
disbursement activities of the Foundation.  The extent of the control was difficult to fully 
evaluate due to the limited records, the overlapping activities and the conflicting interviews, but 
there appeared to be considerable control by OSDE officials over the fund raising and collection 
processes and some sharing of responsibilities for the contracting/disbursement/expenditure 
approval activities of the Foundation. 
 
In an additional complication resulting from the shared responsibilities, OSDE utilized state 
funding to pay $16,429.50 for an overdue bill (related to the 2011 conference) that appeared to 
be a Foundation obligation and not a debt of the State of Oklahoma.  The OSDE records 
supporting the expenditure included nondescript language, an unsigned contract and a signed 
“settlement” agreement. 
 
Following multiple attempts to obtain more information about the above payment of the overdue 
bill, as well as other 2011 conference related contracts, invoices, approvals and financial records, 
officials of both OSDE and the Foundation adopted the position that the Foundation’s records 
were “private,” and that OSAI had no authority to request or obtain any additional records from 
the Foundation, other than those that had already been provided.  We disagree with that position. 
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Other Concerns: 
 
Originally, the Foundation had been created primarily for the Innovation 2011 conference.  We 
noted some evidence for the solicitation and use of certain funds unrelated to the Innovation 
2011 conference. 
 
We also noted a similar concern to that reported in the second OSDE report, in that vendors and 
contractors of OSDE had been solicited by OSDE officials to contribute to the Innovation 2011 
conference, much the same as had been done for multiple years under the prior administration. 
 
 
Subsequent Events 
 
We report subsequent events related to new policies implemented by the present administration, 
partially in response to our OSDE Supplemental Report, dated March 7, 2012, and to new 
requests that OSAI has received by two state agencies in relation to non-profit entities, one 
request regarding entities connected to the state agency itself and one request with regard to a 
“foundation” related to a judicial district drug court. 
 
OSAI is considering conducting a survey of state departments and agencies to determine the 
extent and nature of public entity relationships with private non-profit entities which are 
essentially functioning as “subsidiary” entities, as a preliminary step to a Legislative study of the 
potential issues involved. 
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Introduction This is the third report in a series of reports concerning the Oklahoma 
State Department of Education (OSDE).  The first was issued January 4, 
2012, and was primarily to address various allegations related to a former 
Assistant State Superintendent. 
 
The second report was supplemental to the first report and was requested 
by OSDE to investigate certain transactions that were not part of the initial 
allegations, but had been identified as questionable, as a result of the first 
OSAI investigation. 
 
On March 7, 2012, the State Auditor and Inspector released the supplemental 
report related to the financial transactions and the relationship between the 
Oklahoma State Department of Education and the Oklahoma Curriculum 
Improvement Commission, a private non-profit entity.  These transactions 
primarily related to an annual OSDE conference called the “summer 
conference” or “leadership conference” held in July and organized by the 
former OSDE administration. 
 
The first and second reports are available on our website: 
http://www.sai.ok.gov/#, under Audits/Special Investigative/State. 
 
On March 21, 2012, State Superintendent Dr. Janet Barresi requested the 
State Auditor and Inspector to “review detailed documents pertaining to 
the Innovation 2011 event held in July 2011, as well as the Foundation for 
Innovation in Education, the non-profit organization that managed funds 
for the event.” 
 
We conducted a limited inquiry, as a result of the OSDE request.  The 
nature of the limitation will be explained further, and this report is the 
result of our limited inquiry. 
 
 

  

http://www.sai.ok.gov/
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Background A new administration for the Oklahoma State Department of Education 

was inaugurated January 10, 2011.  The prior administration, which had 
been in office for five terms (twenty years), had for many years organized 
an annual educational conference, primarily for school superintendents, 
which was held every summer in early July. 
 
Upon entering office, the new administration had less than six months to 
plan for, organize, and finance an education conference that had become, 
more or less, an “expected” conference event. 
 
An April 8, 2011, memorandum [attachment #1] from the OSDE legal 
office addressed to Damon Gardenhire, Communications Director, 
reviewed some of the questions then being raised as to how to manage the 
financial issues related to the conference.  The memorandum discusses 
how to “legally solicit and collect vendor fees for the Innovation 2011 
Conference,” the lack of a formal opinion by the Attorney General, an 
evaluation of the Ethics Commission Rules, and a two-fold 
recommendation to request an Attorney General opinion and establish an 
Agency Special Account or “ASA” with the Office of State Finance. 
 
The memorandum only specified collection of “vendor fees” and was 
silent concerning the solicitation of “donations” or “sponsor support” from 
vendors and contractors. 
 
According to interviews, during the 2011 legislative session, the new 
administration initiated legislation to authorize the creation and use of an 
official account of the State to be used for conducting fund raising and the 
disbursement of funds collected for educational conferences and training 
seminar purposes. 
 
The legislation was eventually passed, but without the “emergency” 
clause, making the effective date of the new legislation “too late” for the 
2011 conference preparations.  Because there was no emergency clause, 
OSDE officials began reviewing alternatives for the financial management 
of the 2011 summer conference. 
 
 

 
OBJECTIVE:  Review the financial management of the OSDE 

Innovation 2011 summer conference. 
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Finding #1 OSDE officials solicited, collected, and deposited funds in an 
unofficial and unauthorized bank account purporting to belong to a 
private non-profit organization. 

 
On April 21, 2011, Ashley Hahn, a temporary employee with OSDE, sent 
an email to Jennifer Carter and Damon Gardenhire outlining options for 
“finding an alternative source for housing funds for the State Department 
Innovation Conference.”  The email listed three options: 

 
1. Use OSSBA as has been done in the past for the fee of $25,000 

to help with the accounting of the event.  Our contacts there are 
Martha Stewart and Jeff Mills.  It doesn’t seem like they are 
wanting to negotiate that price for us but I’m still waiting to hear 
final response.  The positive to using them is that they have done 
it in the past so they know exactly what they are doing although 
this will not be as hard as it has been in the past just because of 
us going completely electronic except for sponsors. 

2. Use Community Foundation.  I have put in a call to Community 
Foundation and I’m waiting to hear back regarding details.  It 
doesn’t actually look promising as it appears that they require 
you to always have a set amount within their accounts at all 
times in addition to a fee from what I was told.  However that 
was not from a person that was sure of what they were speaking 
so I’m waiting to actually hear back from them. 

3. Our third option, is the option that I think does look the most 
promising on a time and budget scale however I’m not sure it 
would appear unique to individuals on the outside of the 
department (if anyone is even paying attention).  I spoke with 
Todd Pauley yesterday and AJ Ferate who would like to set us 
up a 501c3 in order to house the conference funds.  They said if 
we got the go ahead today they could have it set up through the 
secretary of state, through the IRS and have bank accounts set up 
by Tuesday end of day which would be amazing.  They said that 
initially it will cost $50 to set up through secretary of state, $850 
to set up through IRS and a fee for retaining AJ as legal counsel 
(paying him for overseeing it as well) as well as paying an 
accountant (possibly Pam Pollard).  Total this option would run 
on the high end $14,000 which is substantially less than the 
OSSBA option. 

 
The “OSSBA” acronym in #1 above refers to the Oklahoma State School 
Boards Association, a nonprofit entity which was contracted one time to 
manage the 2010 conference, which was the final “summer” conference 
done by the prior administration, as described in our second OSDE report. 
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The same day, April 21, 2011, Jennifer Carter responded to the email 
stating: 
 

I don’t understand why it will cost so much to have anyone 
simply administer a checkbook for one conference.  In any event, 
let’s go the less expensive route and talk to Lisa to see if she 
foresees any problems. 

 
 On April 27, 2011, Hahn filed paperwork with the Oklahoma Secretary of 

State creating the “Foundation for Oklahoma’s Excellence” and listed the 
address of the foundation as 5028 NW 19th Street, Oklahoma City, 
Oklahoma. 

 
 On April 29, 2011, Hahn opened P.O. Box 32, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.  

The post office box was opened using the name “Foundation for 
Oklahoma’s Excellence” and listed the address as 2100 Timberdale Drive 
Edmond, Oklahoma. 

 
 On May 2, 2011, a checking account was opened at an Edmond bank.  The 

account was opened in the name of the “Foundation for Oklahoma’s 
Excellence” with the address of P.O. Box 32, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. 

 
 On May 9, 2011, Hahn was hired in a full-time capacity as the Events 

Coordinator for the State Department of Education.  In addition to Hahn, 
on May 9, 2011, Jennifer Carter was officially hired as the SDE Chief of 
Staff and Damon Gardenhire was officially hired as the Director of 
Communications1. 
 
On May 13, 2011, a “restated certificate of incorporation” was filed with 
the Oklahoma Secretary of State to change the name of the new 
foundation from “Foundation for Oklahoma’s Excellence” to “Oklahoma 
Foundation for Innovation in Education” (Foundation). 
 

 Between May 13, 2011, and February 16, 2012, check and credit card 
transaction deposits totaling $207,857 were made to the Foundation bank 
account.  The majority of the funds deposited into the Foundation bank 
account appear to be funds raised as a result of solicitations for 
sponsorships, donations, or the sale of exhibit booth space at the 
Superintendent’s Innovation Conference. 

 

                                                 
1 Carter and Gardenhire had previously been paid by private funds.  The issue was addressed in Attorney General 
Opinion 2011 OK AG 5. 
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 62 O.S. § 34.57(B) states, in part: 
 

It shall be the duty of each state agency, officer or employee, to 
deposit in the agency clearing account, or agency special 
account, established under Section 7.2 of this title, all monies of 
every kind including but not limited to: 
. . .  
Income from money and property, grants and contracts, refunds, 
reimbursements, judgments, sales of materials and services of 
employees, and non revenue receipts, received by a state agency, 
officer or employee by reason of the existence of and/or 
operation of a state agency.  [emphasis added] 

 
Ashley Hahn, employed as the OSDE Events Coordinator since May 9, 
2011, told us during an interview it was her job as the OSDE Events 
Coordinator to raise funds for the Superintendent’s Innovation 
Conference.  We asked Hahn how solicitations for the conference were 
handled.  Hahn provided the following response: 
 

The OSDE provided me with a listserv made up of vendors & 
sponsors from previous conferences.  We then sent emails 
approved by Damon Gardenhire, Communications Director, sent 
by myself to those individuals telling them of the foundation 
website, or the exhibitor opportunities and the sponsorships 
opportunities. We also called individuals and met with 
individuals personally to try to raise awareness for the event and 
raise enough to ensure state funds were not used to support this 
event.  In the last month the foundation brought on Teale 
Trammell who was a former fundraiser to finish the fundraising 
aspects of the event.  Teale used private lists to which raise the 
final sponsorship dollars. 

 
We also asked Hahn, if she or any other OSDE employee participated in 
soliciting and/or accepting donations.  Hahn responded, in part: 
 

Jennifer Carter, Chief of Staff at the time and Damon 
Gardenhire, Communications Director and my boss, were very 
concerned about the financial aspects of this conference and 
wanted to ensure that every dollar was raised and not spent out 
of state funds.  We raised these funds to support the conference 
by vendor booths and sponsorships for the event.  We received 
those by means of the foundation website, emails from myself 
using the agency listserv, follow-up phone calls by myself & in 
person meetings with Superintendent Barresi, myself and a 
potential donor.  All of these activities were overseen and 
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approved by former Chief of Staff Carter and my direct boss 
Damon Gardenhire. 

 
Emails provided by OSDE reflected solicitations for donations and 
sponsorships were being made from the OSDE email account used by 
Hahn [attachment #2].  Hahn was also utilizing the OSDE email account 
to coordinate booth space sales.  For example, an email dated June 20, 
2011, was sent from Hahn’s state email account to several vendors.  The 
email, [attachment #3] reflected: 
 

Thank you for participating in the Oklahoma Department of 
Education’s annual superintendent’s conference, Innovation 
2011.  I have attached an invoice for the price of your booth at 
the conference.  Please send checks to the listed address, online 
payment via credit/debit card my [sic] be placed here:  
http://shop.okedconferences.com/Innovation-2011-
Booths_c2.htm and if you are paying by purchase order then 
please contact me. 

 
We noted emails sent from Hahn’s state email account directing payments 
to be sent to P.O. Box 32, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73101.  
Documentation obtained from the Oklahoma Commission for Teacher 
Preparation (OCTP) supporting a $575 payment to the Foundation, did not 
mention the Foundation, but directed the payment to be made to 
“Innovation 2011 PO Box 32 Oklahoma City, OK 73101.” 
 
According to Hahn, the mail was retrieved from P.O. Box 32 by several 
individuals including herself, Foundation accountant Pam Pollard, and 
OSDE intern Chrissy Zercher.  According to Hahn, the deposits were 
prepared by either herself, Zercher, or Pollard.  Hahn also stated that since 
the bank was on her way home, she never had an issue making the bank 
deposits. 
 
During an interview with Pollard, she stated she did not retrieve the mail 
from the post office box, and she did not prepare any of the deposits made 
to the Foundation bank account. 
 
Between May 13, 2011, and February 16, 2012, deposits to the Foundation 
bank account totaled $207,857. The total deposit amount consisted 
$50,881 in credit card deposits and 168 checks deposited totaling 
$156,976. 
 
 

http://shop.okedconferences.com/Innovation-2011-Booths_c2.htm
http://shop.okedconferences.com/Innovation-2011-Booths_c2.htm
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Six of the checks deposited, 
totaling $8,300, had been made 
payable to the State Department 
of Education.  Five of the six 
checks had been endorsed 
“Foundation for Innovation in 
Education” and deposited into 
the Foundation bank account.  
One check was not endorsed but 
had also been deposited in the 
Foundation bank account. 

 
In addition to the checks deposited into the Foundation bank account, 
although made payable to the State Department of Education, we also 
found in one instance in which a $1,150 check payable to “Oklahoma’s 
Excellence” had been mailed to Hahn at the State Department of 
Education building, and subsequently deposited into the Foundation bank 
account.  
 
On June 29, 2011, Foundation accountant Pollard sent an email to Hahn 
asking if the state had paid the Foundation any money.  On June 29, 2011, 
Hahn replied, in part: 
 

No … Since all the work is done by SDE and not the foundation 
there’s no fee to pay where as in the past OSSBA was paid for 
their services but they literally took on responsibility for a major 
piece of the event.  [emphasis added] 

  
During an interview with Hahn, she described Chrissy Zercher as an intern 
hired by OSDE who served in some capacity as an assistant to Hahn.  We 
contacted the OSDE Human Resources director who told us Zercher had 
been hired as an unpaid intern in the Communications section of OSDE 
from “approx the end of May – August 1st, 2011.” 
 
We asked for the OSDE policy on hiring interns and were told there was 
no policy concerning interns, but that the hiring of interns “must always be 
in the best interest of the agency and fulfill a need within the agency.” 
 
In addition to Hahn’s fundraising efforts, we also found emails were being 
sent from Hahn’s state email account by Zercher, coordinating or dealing 
with vendor payments and booth space sales.  For example, an email dated 
July 13, 2011, sent from Hahn’s state email account reflected: 
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Thank you so much for attending Innovation 2011 and making 
this conference possible!  We could not have done it without 
you!  Attached is an invoice for your booth space, please submit 
payment as soon as possible. 
 
Thanks again! 
Chrissy Zercher 

 
We noted in the Foundation records provided to us that a check had been 
written to Zercher on July 12, 2011, in the amount of $2,000.  Foundation 
documents reflected the payment was for “Foundation Staff Support for 
services leading up to and during Innovation 2011.” 
 
The records provided were insufficient to determine whether the 
compensation paid to Zercher was for other work done for the Foundation 
or for the assistance provided to Hahn at the OSDE building during the 
summer internship. 
 
If the latter, it appeared that not only were state employees and resources 
used to raise funds for the Foundation, but that OSDE also allowed a 
compensated Foundation employee to use state assets to coordinate and 
collect funds deposited into the Foundation bank account. 
 
In addition to the above, other information provided by OSDE officials 
indicated some OSDE control over decisions related to Foundation 
revenue. 
 
We noted emails referencing either waiving or reducing exhibitor booth 
space fees.  We sent one of those emails to Hahn and asked who had the 
authority to waive or reduce the fees charged to exhibitors.  Hahn told us 
Chief of Staff Carter was the person that could give the authorization or 
denial to waive or reduce booth fees. 
 
Hahn provided an email supporting the position that she was relying on 
the authority or approval of Carter in order to change the fees being 
charged to vendors. 
 
On May 26, 2011, then OSDE employee Misty Kimbrough sent an email 
to Hahn asking if the Oklahoma Health Care Authority (OHCA) could 
have a booth at the Innovation Conference.  Hahn replied, in part: 
 

If Jennifer approved I could possibly waive the fee entirely but 
that would be her call to make if she thought it was needed.  I am 
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happy to ask her if you would like but otherwise if they are able 
to pay the non-profit rate that would be preferable. 

 
A June 15, 2011 Kimbrough wrote in an email: 
 

Hi Jennifer – Do you want the OHCA to pay the non-profit rate, 
or were you thinking in the spirit of working together we would 
just allow them space?  Please let me know. 
 

Carter responded on June 15, 2011: 
 

 
 
 

Conclusion All the above indicated substantial involvement by OSDE officials and 
employees in the fund raising and collection activities for the Innovation 
2011 conference, activities that the Foundation had ostensibly been 
created to administer. 
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Finding #2 An apparent verbal agreement was the only basis for the relationship 
between OSDE and the Foundation.  There was no written contract, 
contrary to 74 O.S. § 85.41(A). 

 
 Ordinarily, when we begin reviewing the relationship between 

government entities and entities or persons contracting with an agency, we 
review the contract to determine what the responsibilities of each party to 
the contract were, and who would be responsible, should either party fail 
to meet their respective obligations. 

 
 According to the former OSDE general counsel, OSDE did not enter into a 

contract with the Foundation.  Former OSDE General Counsel Lisa 
Endres, in an email addressed to OSAI, stated, in part: 

 
There was no formal written contract between the Foundation 
and OSDE.  I do not know why other than to state it was 
discussed but apparently never drafted or executed.  This was a 
failure of execution due to the new staff and rushed timing of 
events and nothing more. 

 
Since OSDE did not enter into a written contract with the Foundation, we 
relied on other sources of information in an effort to determine what the 
relationship and responsibilities were between the OSDE and the 
Foundation. 
 
An email dated May 28, 2011, between Ashley Hahn and officials of the 
Event 1 production company, states in part: 
 

Belinda Tricinella and myself have reviewed the Event 1 
contract and would like to ask for a few changes prior to signing. 
. . . 
This years [sic] Innovation 2011 conference is being managed 
financially by Oklahoma’s Foundation for Education and 
Innovation.  Due to that I need the contract to be directed at them 
for signature rather than the State Department of Education.  The 
Department is still in full control of the conference and its 
management but the foundation is hosting all financial 
responsibilities. 

 
During an interview with Foundation Director Todd Pauley, he stated the 
Foundation was responsible for all the contracts related to the conference 
and agreed the Foundation was the organization that had the overall 
financial responsibility for the Innovation Conference. 
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Conclusion Although no written, formal contract was executed, it appeared the 
agreement between OSDE and the Foundation was to have the Foundation 
serve as an “alternative source for housing funds for the State Department 
Innovation Conference” and to, in turn, pay the bills associated with the 
2011 conference. 
 
We observed the failure to execute a written contract was contrary to 74 
O.S. § 85.41(A), an issue which will be addressed more fully in Finding 
#8. 
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Finding #3 The Foundation’s Board of Directors never met and never voted as a 
board. 

 
The genesis of the Foundation appeared to have been the April 21, 2011, 
email between OSDE Event Coordinator Hahn and then Chief of Staff 
Carter specifying options for “finding an alternative source for housing 
funds for the State Department Innovation Conference.” 

 
According to the Foundation’s bylaws, the governing board of the 
Foundation consisted of two members and a board chairman.  
Documentation filed with the Oklahoma Secretary of State reflected the 
board members consisted of Ashley Hahn, Mike Cowan, and Jamie 
Dunnington. 

 
Documentation filed (December 16, 2011) with the 
Oklahoma Secretary of State [attachment #7] indicated 
the governing board of the Foundation had met and 
had voted on the bylaws.  The last page of the filing 
included the handwritten names of Board Members 
Cowan and Dunnington (shown at left). 
 
However, during an interview with Hahn, she 
confirmed she had written in the other board members’ 
names.  Although the signature page of the filing to 
modify the Foundation bylaws included 
representations that the board had met and voted on the 
amendment, apparently no meeting had ever been held. 

 
As of the end of fieldwork, the board had never met and had never voted 
on any matters related to the Foundation.  According to Cowan, who is 
Hahn’s Uncle, he was asked by Hahn to be on a board but never heard 
anything further about it, until he was told the board was being dissolved. 
 
Dunnington, a longtime friend of the Hahn family, received a text message 
from Hahn asking Dunnington to be on what Dunnington recalled as being 
a “committee” and not a board.  Dunnington expressed a clear distinction 
between being on a board and being on a committee and told us she did 
not feel like she was on a board.  Nonetheless, Dunnington also reported 
that she had never met with other board members and had never voted on 
any matters related to the Foundation. 
 
Hahn, who was described as the “chairman” of the board, also agreed the 
board had never met and had never voted.  Hahn was unaware of how she 
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became a board member and told us she was “apparently” the board 
chairman. 
 
During our interview with Todd Pauley, who had become the 
Foundation’s Executive Director, he also indicated he had never met or 
spoke with any board member other than the chairman and OSDE 
employee, Ashley Hahn. 
 

 
Conclusion Based on the above and the previous two findings, the Foundation 

appeared to have operated more as an extension of OSDE, rather than as 
an independent entity, and largely through an OSDE employee who 
apparently by default had been designated “chairman” of the Foundation 
board. 
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Finding #4 OSDE officials apparently discussed and may have determined the 
amounts to be paid to Foundation officials from the Foundation bank 
account. 

 
Given that the governing board of the Foundation had never met and never 
voted, one of our first questions for evaluating who had “operational 
control” of the Foundation bank account was to determine who had 
decided the pay for Foundation Executive Director Pauley, Attorney A.J. 
Ferate, and Accountant Pam Pollard.  There were conflicting and 
confusing accounts of how payment to the Foundation’s officials had been 
determined and approved. 
 
According to A.J. Ferate, his pay was determined by Executive Director 
Todd Pauley.  Foundation Accountant Pam Pollard told us her pay was set 
by Todd Pauley and A.J. Ferate.  Todd Pauley told us his salary was 
determined because they (Ferate, Pollard, and Pauley) “just put a number 
out there” that was thought to be fair and equitable. 
 
We asked Pollard, who had signed the $5,000 check to Ferate, who had 
instructed her to write the check.  Pollard told us she could not remember 
but that she had “got the word” to pay Ferate somehow. 
 
The payments to both Pauley ($2,000) and Pollard ($2,000 by two 
separate $1,000 payments) had all been signed by Hahn.  According to 
Pauley, the pay amounts had been agreed to, but he did not know how that 
agreement had occurred.  Pauley later indicated the pay would have been 
approved by Hahn. 
 
We asked Hahn how the pay amounts for Ferate, Pauley, and Pollard had 
been approved.  Hahn told us the pay amounts had been approved by 
former OSDE Chief of Staff, Jennifer Carter. 
 
We interviewed Carter, who initially said she was not aware Ferate, 
Pauley, and Pollard had been paid, saying, “this is the first that I even 
knew about that.”  Carter then told us there had been a conference call 
between Ferate and Pauley along with various OSDE officials including 
Carter, Hahn, Damon Gardenhire, and possibly OSDE General Counsel 
Endres to discuss the pay to be given to the Foundation officials. 
 
According to Carter, the reason for the conference call was because Hahn 
had come to Carter and told her Ferate and Pauley wanted to be paid.  
Carter said the initial response was that they not be paid.  Carter then said 
she did know they paid them something. 
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Concerning an agreement for Pauley, Ferate, and Pollard to be paid Carter 
initially said if there was an agreement then she did not approve the 
agreement.  A moment later she said maybe there was an agreement that 
she had approved and/or she thought it would have been perceived that she 
had approved the payments. 
 
Carter told us the operational control of the bank account should have 
rested with the Foundation’s Board of Directors.  Carter told us she never 
saw the bills and had nothing else to do with the Foundation’s bank 
account. 
 
After being informed that the Foundation board had never met, Carter then 
told us when it came to approving payments, then that responsibility 
would have to have been Hahn’s responsibility, although “Damon [OSDE 
Communications Director Damon Gardenhire] should have been 
involved.” 
 
 

Conclusion Based on the above interviews and information provided, we concluded 
the responsibility for establishing and/or approving the payments to 
Foundation officials was vague and somewhat contradictory, but appeared 
to us to have been at least shared between OSDE and Foundation officials. 
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Finding #5 In addition to the pay for Foundation officials, OSDE exercised at 
least some control over other Foundation expenditures. 
 
When we asked Hahn who was approving other payments from the 
Foundation account, Hahn replied it was not any one person.  According 
to Hahn, Carter gave the authority for some things and Damon Gardenhire 
gave approval for everything. 
 
When we asked Pauley about the approval process, he said that he, Ferate, 
and Pauley were involved in the payment process, although he may not 
have seen all of the payments. 
 
During a telephone call with Ferate, he told us that he believed Hahn, as 
the chairman of the board, would have had the authority to appoint 
Foundation positions and approve payments absent any approval of the 
governing board. 
 
During our interview with Hahn, she told us while Carter had approved 
the payments to Ferate, Pauley, and Pollard, Carter was not making all of 
the decisions.  Hahn told us the “smaller things” were being authorized by 
Gardenhire. 
 
We asked Hahn about payments to the various vendors for production 
related costs and asked who had the ultimate authority to decide who was 
going to be paid what amount.  Hahn responded: 
 

I don’t know that it was one person because Jennifer [Carter] 
gave authority for some things, Damon [Gardenhire] gave 
approval on everything, Dawn Jones at our department had 
already started some of the contracts, so I kept trying to move 
those through here, so like Belinda [Tricinella], our attorney here 
[OSDE] was helping with some of those, and then we stopped 
dead track on some of them went from having Superintendent 
Barresi signing some of them to having the Foundation sign 
them. 
 
Pam gave authority for some of the expenses, but she really, the 
only ones I actually remember her saying let’s pay were people 
that came on like Todd and Pam gave authority for Teale 
Trammel to be paid, for Jonathon McIntrey to be paid to do the 
website, Teale came on and did some fundraising that last month 
or so. 
. . . 
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Jennifer gave authority, Damon gave approval, so and then Todd 
[Pauley] stayed in the track the whole time, he would call me 
constantly and say so where are our funds, where are our dollars, 
but he was more, he was a little concerned with who we were 
contracting with, well in fact he was very concerned with who 
we were contracting with but more on just the fact that he 
wanted to ensure it got done, got done effectively, efficiently, 
and like paid, like he seemed to be getting more and more like 
make sure this gets done.   
 
So I don’t know, I don’t know if that even answers your 
question, Pam [Pollard] gave some approval and authority and 
then Damon [Gardenhire] gave other approval and authority and 
then Jennifer [Carter] gave Foundation approval. 
 

Pollard told us her approval of payments from the Foundation was limited 
to only approving if they had enough money to make the payment or not. 
 
In addition to payments related to the Innovation 2011 conference, the 
Foundation account was also used to pay for costs associated with other 
OSDE purposes. 
 
On July 11, 2011, OSDE employee Carla Stillwell wrote an email to Hahn 
which read: 
 

Ashley – 
 
We will be having our Milken Blue Ribbon Panel meeting on 22 
Jul.  We would like to provide lunch for the Panel so we can 
work straight through.  Dr. Jennifer Watson asked me to contact 
you to see if there is $50-$60 left in the Innovations fund that we 
can use to buy lunch. 

 
On July 19, 2011, Hahn sent an email to Damon Gardenhire.  The contents 
of the email read, in part: 
 

Carla contacted me back today for confirmation one way or the 
other regarding providing lunch with the Innovation dollars.  I’m 
happy to write a check for this using Innovation funds if that’s 
what you would like however as you know there are not extra 
funds in that account at all.  The funds are there currently but 
won’t be there once bills are paid.  And until I have the extra 
donor dollars in hand I’m not counting on anything.  However, it 
is only $60.00 and if is something you would like me to do I’m 
happy to.  I know they would appreciate it. 
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In the Foundation records provided to us initially, we found what appears 
to be a corresponding entry indicating Gardenhire had approved the 
payment for the Milken luncheon. 
 

 
 
During our interview with Hahn we asked about this specific transaction.  
Hahn told us “Milken was a whole separate entity.”  Hahn said the way it 
was conveyed to her was that Jennifer Watson, who was at the time an 
OSDE employee, had gone to Gardenhire and asked that a luncheon be 
paid for with the conference funds. 
 
Hahn told us Gardenhire approved her paying for the lunch with the 
Foundation funds.  Hahn said she paid for the lunch with a Foundation 
debit card. 
 
Hahn told us she had the ability to make payments when she was 
instructed to do so.  Hahn told us, for example, she used the Foundation 
debit card to pay $4,575.26 for furniture used during the Innovation 2011 
conference.  Hahn said she had gotten approval to purchase the furniture 
from Gardenhire and Carter. 
 
According to Hahn, the furniture purchased by the Foundation for the 
conference was subsequently distributed and used in the OSDE building. 
 
Without a board meeting or board vote, this apparent disposition of the 
Foundation’s furniture assets following the 2011 conference again raises 
the issue of whether the Foundation or the Department was in control of 
the Foundation’s assets. 
 
 

Conclusion From the limited documentation provided, as well as interviews with both 
OSDE officials and Foundation officials, we concluded “control” over the 
approval and payment process had been shared by both entities. 

 
 During our interview with Foundation Chairman and OSDE Events 

Coordinator Hahn, we were told that approvals were made by a 
combination of OSDE officials and Foundation officials.  Foundation 
Executive Director Pauley said he was involved in the payment approval 
process, although he may not have seen all of the payments made from 
Foundation funds. 
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Because we were provided only limited records related to the approval 
process, we are unable to determine the total extent of the OSDE 
involvement in the operational control of the Foundation’s expenditures. 
 
At the conclusion of our interview with Hahn, we asked if the operational 
control of the Foundation bank account was coming from OSDE.  Hahn 
replied it was OSDE. 
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Finding #6 OSDE paid $16,429.50 for a debt that appeared to be a Foundation 
obligation and not a debt of the State of Oklahoma. 
 
One issue that we inquired about was the payment of an apparently 
overdue bill that was related to the 2011 Innovation conference.  The bill 
is from the same vendor, Event 1, referred to in the Hahn/Tricinella email 
in Finding #2. 
 
On September 27, 2011, Hahn sent an email to OSDE Communications 
Director Damon Gardenhire, OSDE Chief of Staff Jennifer Carter, and 
State Superintendent Janet Barresi with a carbon copy to Todd Pauley, 
Foundation attorney Anthony Ferate, and Foundation accountant.  The 
email stated, in part: 
 

I need to update you on a couple things.  Yesterday, I received a 
email from a vendor with Innovation who was asking about 
payment for the conference, one which I was sure had been paid.  
After Pam (foundation accountant) and myself looked further 
into it, it actually appears we did not pay this vendor for their 
service but marked them paid. 
. . .  
I have double checked everything and all other bills have been 
paid in full with Event1 being the only outstanding bill. 
. . . 
Once this is resolved AJ is ready to dissolve the foundation and 
at that point with no left over funds it will be easy to do. 
 

On February 14, 2012, OSDE issued a purchase order and payment to 
Event 1 Productions, Inc. in the amount of $16,429.50.  Attached to the 
purchase order was an invoice from Event 1 [attachment #4] reflecting a 
balance due of $16,429.50 on a total billing amount of $25,929.50.  The 
difference between the amount billed and the amount owed ($9,500) 
apparently resulted from a $9,500 payment by the Foundation on October 
27, 2011. 
 
The invoice attached to the purchase order was dated July 14, 2011, and 
reflected the services being billed for were in relation to the Innovation 
2011 conference.  Also attached to the purchase order was a requisition 
form dated January 6, 2012, noting the description of the payment as 
“payment for services on July 14, 2011 for the Innovation 2011 
Conference.” 
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Attached to the purchase order was an agreement [attachment #5] 
indicating the $16,429.50 payment by OSDE was being made to “settle a 
dispute between the parties” and included the following clause: 
 

The Department agrees to pay Claimant the sum of $16,429.50 
in full satisfaction of all claims arising from the provision of 
goods or services by Claimant to the Department of Education as 
detailed on the attached invoices(s):  Dated July 14, 2011. 
[Emphasis in original] 

 
Attached to the purchase order was an unsigned contract between OSDE 
and Event 1 “in cooperation with Oklahoma’s Foundation for Education 
and Innovation” for services related to the Innovation 2011 conference. 
 
Neither OSDE nor Event 1 was able to provide a signed copy of the 
contract.  On June 11, 2012, we asked OSDE General Counsel for a copy 
of the contract.  We received the following reply: 
 

I have referred your questions about vendor contracts for 
Innovation 2011 to Keith Hicks here in purchasing.  Please 
be advised that as far as I know, OSDE was not a party to 
those contracts. 

 
Although several requests were made, we were not provided any 
additional information or documentation to help us clarify the 
circumstances related to this transaction. 
 
 

Conclusion We consider this to still be an open issue. 
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Finding #7 Near the end of our fieldwork, both the Foundation and OSDE 
adopted the position that OSAI had no authority to review “private” 
Foundation records. 

 
In the Superintendent’s request, we were asked to review “detailed 
documents pertaining to the Innovation 2011 event held in July 2011, as 
well as the Foundation for Innovation in Education, the non-profit 
organization that managed funds for the event.” 

 
 When we began our audit, OSDE officials provided us with a packet of 

records from the Foundation, including some bank records, some invoices, 
spreadsheets accounting for the funds, and spreadsheets related to vendor 
and sponsor collections. 

 
 We were not provided invoices or any supporting documentation for 

payments made to various officials associated with the Foundation.  For 
example, A. J. Ferate was paid $5,000.  The documentation provided to us 
indicated the $5,000 payment to Ferate was for “Foundation General 
Counsel.”  During a telephone conversation, Ferate advised us he was not 
the Foundation general counsel; he was the attorney that set up the 
Foundation. 

 
Todd Pauley was paid $2,000 for “Foundation Services” according to 
records provided.  During an interview with Pauley he stated he served as 
the Executive Director of the Foundation. 
 
In addition to Ferate and Pauley, additional payments included $2,000 to 
Pam Pollard for accountant services, $2,000 to Teale Trammel, $2,000 to 
Chrissy Zercher and $500 to Evan Handy for “foundation staff services 
leading up to and during Innovation 2011.” 
 
No invoices or accounting was provided of what services were being 
provided or who was requesting or approving the payments. 
 
We interviewed Pam Pollard, the Foundation accountant, on May 22, 
2012.  During that interview Pollard told us she had additional records 
including contracts and payment approvals she could provide to our office. 
 
On June 5, 2012, we sent an email to Pollard asking about records 
discussed during the interview.  Pollard responded on June 5, 2012, 
indicating the records would be provided by the end of the week. 
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On June 20, 2012, the day following an interview with Foundation 
Director Todd Pauley, we received a telephone call from Foundation 
attorney Ferate.  Ferate expressed that the State Auditor’s office was 
exceeding its authority in asking for records related to the financial 
activities of the Foundation, as the funds collected by the Foundation were 
“private funds” of the Foundation. 
 
Also on June 20, 2012, we sent an email to OSDE General Counsel Lisa 
Endres asking why OSDE did not execute a contract with the Foundation 
and asking if a contract had been executed, would the contract have fallen 
under the provisions of 74 O.S. § 85.41. 
 
Later the same day OSDE General Counsel Endres weighed in on the 
subject stating, in part: 
 

I agree with the legal interpretation that the State Auditor does 
not have the authority to demand to inspect a private 
foundation’s financial records simply because a state employee 
served in a dual capacity.  I find no case law or legal authority in 
statute or opinion to support your position. 

 
Although the Endres email did not answer the question we had asked, it 
did seem to clarify that OSDE concurred with Foundation attorney Ferate 
and did not believe the State Auditor and Inspector’s office had a right to 
ask for “private” records related to the Foundation. 
 
In addition, on June 20, 2012, we sent a series of questions for Hahn as 
both a state employee and as the chairman of the board for the Foundation.  
The questions were sent to both the Foundation attorney and the OSDE 
general counsel, but were not responded to until September 2012. 
 
The response included answers and confirmations that:  
 

• Attorney Ferate did not represent Hahn; 

• The circumstances of how Hahn became chairman were still 
uncertain; 

• Hahn no longer considered herself the board chairman or a 
member of the board, and indicated that she “turned all 
responsibilities” over to Ferate and Pauley, as of February 2012; 

• Hahn maintained “the funds were donated to a private foundation,” 
although at the time she had not “distinguished whether the funds 
were private or public;” 
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• Hahn again confirmed there was no written agreement with the 
Foundation; and 

• Hahn provided a list of OSDE officials that oversaw “conference 
activities.” 

 
Although Hahn now considers herself to be off the Foundation board, a 
check of the filings at the Secretary of State’s office indicated that no 
changes in the board membership had been filed there, as of the end of 
fieldwork. 
 
On June 23, 2012, Foundation accountant Pollard responded to our request 
for Foundation records (records which she had previously indicated that 
she would provide) by referring us to attorney A. J. Ferate for all future 
questions. 
 
Overall the Foundation expended $207,857 according to the bank records 
provided. 
 
 

Conclusion We were unable to obtain additional records pertaining to the 
Foundation’s expenditures, including contracts, invoices, payment 
approval forms, and other records, which Foundation officials had 
indicated do exist, but that they are now unwilling to provide.  
Accordingly, we suspended that line of inquiry and consider the matter(s) 
to be inconclusive due to insufficient records and documentation. 
 
We consider this to still be an open issue. 
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Finding #8 The Oklahoma Department of Education did not follow state law in 
“contracting” with the Foundation.  We disagree with the position 
that the Foundation’s records are not subject to audit. 
 
Although OSDE did not formally contract with the Foundation, the 
purpose of the Foundation appeared to have been to serve as the financial 
arm of OSDE, with respect to the Innovation 2011 conference revenue and 
expenses. 
 
On June 20, 2012, officials of both OSDE and the Foundation asserted that 
the records of the Foundation were private records and not subject to 
review by the Oklahoma State Auditor and Inspector. 
 
74 O.S. § 85.2 provides, in part: 
 

"Professional services" means services which are predominantly 
mental or intellectual in character rather than physical or manual 
and which do not involve the supplying of products. Professional 
services include services to support or improve state agency 
policy development, decision making, management, 
administration, or the operation of management systems; 
. . . 
"Services" or "contractual services" means direct engagement of 
the time and effort of a contractor for the primary purpose of 
performing an identifiable task rather than for the furnishing of 
an end item of supply; 

 
74 O.S. § 85.41(A) provides, in part: 
 

A state agency that acquires professional services shall comply 
with the provisions of this section.  [emphasis added] 

 
74 O. S. § 85.41(E) provides: 
 

A professional services contract shall include an audit clause 
which provides that all items of the supplier that relate to the 
professional services are subject to examination by the state 
agency, the State Auditor and Inspector and the State Purchasing 
Director.  [emphasis added] 
 

During an interview with a state contract specialist with the Oklahoma 
Department of Central Services (DCS) we asked if, in her opinion, OSDE 
should have executed a contract with the Foundation for the services 
provided. 
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According to the DCS contract specialist, there should have been a 
contract, if for no other reason than to protect the interest of the state in the 
event the contractor failed to pay the bills associated with the conference. 
The contract specialist told us that had OSDE entered into a contract with 
the Foundation, the contract would have been considered a professional 
services contract within the meaning of 74 O.S. § 85.41(E), and therefore 
would have included the “audit clause” required by that statute. 
 
Former OSDE General Counsel Endres stated in her email the reason 
OSDE did not execute a contract was, “[t]his was a failure of execution 
due to the new staff and rushed timing of events and nothing more.”  
However, we find no exemption in the statute for inexperienced staff or 
“rushed timing” or for any other reason.  Therefore, OSDE’s failure to 
enter into such a contract did not comply with 74 O. S. § 85.41(A), which 
required a written and executed contract for such circumstances. 
 
We observed that as a result of having not entered into a contract 
specifying what each entity was agreeing to, OSDE ended up paying 
$16,429.50 for an overdue conference bill that should reasonably have 
been a debt of the Foundation and not of the State of Oklahoma.  That 
unforeseen or unanticipated situation is the type of circumstance that the 
DCS contract specialist indicated written contracts are designed to avoid. 
 
Prior to the 2011 conference, the May 28, 2011, email between OSDE and 
Event 1 specified the Event 1 contract should have been directed to the 
Foundation.  During our interview with Hahn, who served as both the 
Foundation chairman of the board and as OSDE event coordinator, the 
reason OSDE paid the $16,429.50 was because “the foundation was 
$16,000 upside down and couldn’t pay that bill.” 
 
OSDE General Counsel Endres again described the function of the 
Foundation in an email to us on June 20, 2012 in which she stated: 
 

It is the entire purpose of that foundation and all of the 
foundation members knew was [sic] it was for and what it was 
doing and it terminated upon completion of its goal and function: 
to provide services to OSDE on contracting and management of 
funds for the conference. 

 
While the failure of OSDE to execute a professional services contract with 
the Foundation may have been the result of a hurried effort to put on a 
conference and “nothing more,” that omission subsequently allowed the 
Foundation and OSDE to take the position that the records of the 
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Foundation were private records and not subject to review by the State 
Auditor and Inspector’s office. 
 
 

Conclusion We disagree with OSDE’s and the Foundation’s position. 
 

The argument that OSDE did not have a contract, because it was an 
administrative oversight or due to inexperience, does not grant an 
automatic exemption from making such a contract nor from the statutorily 
required “audit clause,” which states, in part, “all items of the supplier that 
relate to the professional services are subject to examination by … the 
State Auditor and Inspector…” 
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Other Concerns Superintendent Barresi requested the State Auditor and Inspector “review 
detailed documents pertaining to the Innovation 2011 event held in July 
2011, as well as the Foundation for Innovation in Education, the non-
profit organization that managed funds for the event.” 

 
During our review of the Innovation 2011 conference and the relationship 
between OSDE and the Foundation, we found in addition to the funds 
related to the Innovation 2011 conference, other funds may have been 
solicited by various OSDE officials and deposited into the Foundation 
bank account. 
 
The solicitation and use of those other funds did not appear to be related to 
the Innovation 2011 conference. 
 
We have additional concerns related to OSDE officials soliciting 
donations from companies that may be contracting or otherwise receiving 
payments from OSDE. 
 
Although our inquiry was limited, during a preliminary review, we found 
examples of deposits made to the Innovation 2011 account which came 
from business entities having received substantial payments from OSDE.  
We noted, for example: 

• A $5000 deposit to the Foundation bank account was from NCS 
Pearson.  In calendar years 2010 and 2011, NCS Pearson had been 
paid $24,271,913. 

• $575 deposit to the Foundation bank account was from Computer 
Automated Systems, Inc. In calendar years 2010 and 2011, 
Computer Automated Systems, Inc. had been paid $2,838,000. 

• A $3,500 deposit to the Foundation bank account was from 
Teachers-Teachers.com. In calendar years 2010 and 2011, 
Teachers-Teachers.com was paid $454,020. 

 
We are cognizant of the fact that vendors who would want to have an 
exhibit booth at an OSDE event, such as the Innovation 2011 conference, 
are most likely vendors who have some connection or interest in 
education.  Thus, they would likely be or could reasonably be vendors or 
contractors with OSDE. 
 
However, as noted in our second report on OSDE, our concern is that 
when vendors and contractors are contacted by OSDE officials and are 
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solicited to make donations, they may feel compelled or obligated to make 
those donations in order to maintain their contracts with OSDE. 
 
 

Subsequent Events Since the release of our OSDE Supplemental Report (March 7, 2012), and 
the effective date of the legislation authorizing an Agency Special 
Account for the OSDE, the present administration has implemented 
additional policies concerning events and training seminars and the proper 
procedure for accepting donations and gifts for public schools, as 
authorized by 70 O.S. 3-104(12).  These policies are included in this 
report as Attachments #7 and #8. 
 
The 2012 “summer” conference was held in June.  According to OSDE 
officials, the 2012 conference was funded through vendor fees and state 
appropriations.  We have not been engaged to and have not reviewed any 
documentation, policies or procedures related to the 2012 conference. 
 
Also, since the release of the OSDE Supplemental Report, OSAI has 
received requests from two other state agencies to review three non-profit 
entities, one request regarding two entities connected to the state agency 
itself and one request with regard to a “foundation” related to a judicial 
district drug court.  It has also been brought to our attention that there is 
another non-profit entity that is providing a significant function for a state 
department, but which we have not been requested to review. 
 
Due to these other requests and the other NPO that we have become aware 
of, OSAI believes that there are likely other relationships between state 
agencies and private non-profit entities that may need more clarification 
and/or greater scrutiny by the Legislature. 
 
OSAI is considering conducting a survey of state departments and 
agencies to determine the extent and nature of public entity relationships 
with private non-profit entities which are essentially functioning as 
“subsidiary” entities, as a preliminary step to a Legislative study of the 
potential issues involved. 
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DISCLAIMER  In this report there may be references to state statutes and legal authorities 
which appear to be potentially relevant to the issues reviewed by this 
Office.  The State Auditor and Inspector has no jurisdiction, authority, 
purpose, or intent by the issuance of this report to determine the guilt, 
innocence, culpability, or liability, if any, of any person or entity for any 
act, omission, or transaction reviewed.  Such determinations are within the 
exclusive jurisdiction of regulatory, law enforcement, and judicial 
authorities designated by law. 
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Attachment #1 
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Attachment #2 
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Attachment #3 
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Attachment #4 
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Attachment #5 
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Attachment #6 
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Attachment #7 
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